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a b s t r a c t

This study investigates the influences of recycled waste glass powder (RGP) on the carbonation behav-
iour of sodium carbonate activated ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS) mortars. The effect of
activator dosages, types and RGP addition on resistance to carbonation are evaluated. The results indicate
a high dosage of sodium carbonate or water glass combination as activator always can enhance the
ability of resistance to carbonation. Furthermore, the addition of 30% RGP in the GGBS binder system
seems to significantly improve the resistance to carbonation of mortars. The carbonation shrinkage is
reduced after RGP incorporation; at the same time, a higher strength performance is observed. The RGP
in sodium carbonate activated GGBS blends shows no influence on the species of reaction products.
However, after carbonation, the sample containing RGP promotes the formation of nahcolite, while less
bound water loss and calcium carbonate formation are identified. A high volume of gel pores (<10 nm) is
formed in the RGP sample compared to specimens only containing GGBS. These properties contribute to
a better resistance to carbonation for RGP containing sodium carbonate activated GGBS mortars.

© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Cement production consumes a large quantity of energy and
natural resources every year to meet the global demand for con-
struction: 120e160 kWh of energy and 1.5 tonnes of raw materials
are consumed for 1 ton of cement production (Feiz et al., 2015). In
recent years, supplementary cementitious materials (SCM), such as
GGBS, fly ash, silica fume and waste glass have attracted more
attention as ingredients in concrete manufacture, combined with
OPC (Torres-Carrasco and Puertas, 2015a; Yang et al., 2015). Most of
SCMs’ application still counts on the using of cement clinkers
(Crossin, 2015; He et al., 2020; G. Liu et al., 2019a; Liu et al., 2018;
Yang et al., 2019). In some cases, the addition of SCMs can reduce
the mechanical and durability performance of blended concrete
because of their low reactivity (Kayali and Sharfuddin Ahmed,
2013; Zeng et al., 2012). For the high-end utilization of solid
waste and resource conservation, the concept of alkali activated
concrete was proposed andwidely studied for decades, which has a
potential to be the alternative building material to replaces
ents and Civil Engineering,
ordinary cement concrete (Buchwald and Schulz, 2005; Provis,
2014).

Usually, an alkaline solution is necessary to promote the reac-
tion of the alumina-silicate precursor of conventional alkali acti-
vated concrete. Sodium hydroxide, sodium silicate, sodium
sulphate and sodium carbonate are widely used as the activator for
ground granulated blast furnace slag blends (Gao et al., 2017; Yu
et al., 2016; Yuan et al., 2017a). For example, GGBS can be used
for providing Ca and Si in the high calcium binder system in normal
alkali activated materials, the reaction product being mainly C-(A)-
S-H (Brough and Atkinson, 2002). Generally, the high alkalinity of
activators such as sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate can
contribute to a fast reaction and high strength at early ages, how-
ever, they also may potentially cause the risks for personal safety
and high costs in construction (Kovtun et al., 2015). Alternatively,
sodium carbonate activated GGBS exhibits lower costs, carbon
footprint and safety risk compared to sodium hydroxide and so-
dium silicate in various production processes (Allali et al., 2016;
Yuan et al., 2017a). Comparable strength performance of sodium
carbonate activated GGBS concrete and sodium hydroxide activa-
tionwas reported (Kovtun et al., 2015; Yuan et al., 2017a). The main
reaction products are calcite, hydrotalcite-like phases, and C-A-S-H.
The reaction mechanism has been generally discussed in previous
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studies (Abdalqader et al., 2019; Bernal et al., 2015; Yuan et al.,
2017b).

As a silica-rich waste material, recycled waste glass (RGP) has
been used as the ingredient to provide an amorphous silica source
in alkali activated concrete preparation in recent years (Torres-
Carrasco and Puertas, 2017; Vafaei and Allahverdi, 2017). It has
been reported that the waste glass as a precursor in alkali activated
GGBS blends produced C-A-S-H with a high polymerization degree
(Torres-Carrasco et al., 2014), as well as a better performance
compared to GGBS/fly ash mixtures (Zhang et al., 2017). During the
alkali activation of waste glass, the main identified reaction product
was sodium silicate gel (Torres-Carrasco and Puertas, 2015b). In
addition, it was confirmed that the waste glass powder in alkali
activated concrete can play a role similar to water glass in micro-
structure enhancement (Puertas and Torres-Carrasco, 2014). The
application of waste glass aggregates in alkali activated geopolymer
also was reported to exhibit the improvements of interfacial
bonding with matrix (Hajimohammadi et al., 2019).

The resistance to carbonation is the most concerning property
for alkali activated concrete. Due to the absence of portlandite in
alkali activated systems compared to ordinary cement concrete, C-
A-S-H is more prone to decalcify as the pH buffer provided by
portlandite is absent (Bakharev et al., 2001), inducing a poor per-
formance of resistance to carbonation. Many studies have investi-
gated the mechanisms of alkali activated concrete carbonation. The
proposed results indicated that the activator types and the chem-
ical composition of binders can result in the variation of reaction
products, porosity, microstructure, cracks development and
strength deterioration. Consequently, the resistance to carbonation
can be affected (Bernal et al., 2014; Guo and Shi, 2013). As illus-
trated in the previous literature, sodium carbonate activated GGBS
presents the lowest resistance to carbonation compared to sodium
hydroxide and sodium silicate (Bilim and Duran Atiş, 2017), which
is probably induced by the low alkalinity environment. For sodium
hydroxide/silicate blended activators, a high modulus of SiO2/Na2O
was reported to present a high resistance to carbonation of alkali
activated slag (Shi et al., 2018a). Similarly, in our previous investi-
gation, superior resistance to carbonation was achieved in the
waste glass containing GGBS/fly ash mortars activated by sodium
carbonate/hydroxide, but the mechanism of improvement was not
studied and discussed in details (G. Liu et al., 2019b). In addition,
the report of durability evaluation of waste glass in sodium car-
bonate activated GGBS is still rare. Therefore, an overall evaluation
and analysis of recycled waste glass in sodium carbonate activated
GGBS and carbonationmechanism are needed, which can provide a
better understanding of the role of recyeled waste glass in alkali
activated systems.

The present work investigates the carbonation resistance of a
neutral activator-sodium carbonate-activated GGBS/RGP mortars.
The influences of activator dosage and composition on carbonation
behaviour of sodium carbonate activated GGBS/RGP mortars are
evaluated. The carbonation resistance of various composites con-
taining different ratio of GGBS to RGP is tested and compared to
sample activated water glass. The mechanical performance, reac-
tion products, microstructure and shrinkage during carbonation are
observed and discussed. The main objectives are to optimize the
properties of alkali activated GGBS concrete and to promote the
high-end utilization of recycled waste glass in construction
materials.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Characterization of raw materials

The recycled waste glass fractions (1e8 mm, mixed colour) were
2

supplied by a glass recycling plant. Then, the RGP (recycled waste
glass powder) was prepared by using a ball mill (20min at 300 rpm).
Ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS) was supplied by ENCI,
IJmuiden, the Netherlands. The chemical compositions of RGP and
GGBS were determined with X-ray fluorescence (XRF, PANalytical
Epsilon 3) spectroscopy, while the specific densities were identified
with Pycnometer (AccuPyc II 1340 Micromeritics). The surface areas
of materials were determined by using N2 absorption test with BET
method. The loss on ignitions (at the temperature of 1000 �C) were
dertermined by using oven. The related results are illustrated in
Table 1. The XRD patterns of the raw materials are shown in Fig. 1.
The particle size distributions were tested by using laser gran-
ulometry (Master sizer 2000) and shown in Fig. 2.
2.2. Mortar mix design

Themix design of mortars is shown in Table 2. The RGPwas used
to replace slag in the binder with 0%,10%, 20% and 30% bymass. The
water to binder (GGBS þ RGP) ratio was 0.5 for all mixtures. Two
different dosages of sodium carbonatewere used in this study, with
an equivalent Na2O% of 3% and 5% of total binder mass, respectively.
In addition, to study the influence of different initial extra silica
source, a commercial water glass (modulus Ms ¼ 3.3 (mass ratio of
SiO2/Na2O) and concentrationwas 36.08%) was used in activator by
5% by mass of binder. Then NC5-SS with an equivalent Na2O% of
6.16%, while NC3-SS with an equivalent Na2O% of 4.16% by mass of
binder were designed. All activators were prepared as solutions
before the mixing of mortars. The mass ratio of fine aggregates
(standard sand 0e2 mm) to GGBS/RGP binder was set as 3 for all
mortars mixes. At the same time, paste samples were prepared
according to the same procedure.

Themixing of mortars was done by using a 5-Litre Hobart mixer.
At first, the dry binder and fine aggregate (standard sand) were
mixed for 30 s at low speed. Then activator was added andmixed at
medium speed for 120 s. Lastly, the fresh mortars were filled into
the plastic mould of 40 mm � 40 mm � 160 mm and covered with
plastic film until demoulding. After that, the mortar prisms were
sealed by plastic film and cured for 180 days at ambient tempera-
ture (23 ± 0.5 �C) to ensure the full reaction between activator and
binders. Then agedmortar and paste samples were used for further
tests.
2.3. Accelerated carbonation test

Mortars after 180 days curing were moved to a carbonation
chamber (AIRTEMP) with a volume of 240 L. A controlled temper-
ature of 25 �C and atmospheric pressure were adopted. The relative
humidity (RH) in the chamber was kept as 65%, and a circular flow
through CO2 gas with a concentration of 3% by volume of mixed air
was applied in the chamber continuously during the test. These
parameters have been widely used in previous studies for carbon-
ation resistance evaluation (Bernal et al., 2013). The cured pastes
samples were crushed into small fractions (4 mme8 mm) for the
same period (56 days) of carbonation test as mortars.
2.4. Test methods

2.4.1. Compressive strength
The compressive strengths of mortars before (after 180 days

normal curing) and after 56 days accelerated carbonation were
measured according to EN 196e1. The compressive strength value
was calculated from the average strength of 3 prism mortar
samples.



Table 1
Chemical composition and physical properties of raw materials.

Chemical composition Recycled waste glass Ground granulated blast furnace slag

Na2O 14.6 /
MgO 1.3 8.6
Al2O3 1.9 13.2
SiO2 68.3 29.4
SO3 0.09 2.6
K2O 0.70 0.4
CaO 11.9 42.7
TiO2 0.06 1.5
Cr2O3 0.12 0.001
MnO 0.02 0.40
Fe2O3 0.36 0.37
ZnO 0.01 /
BaO 0.06 0.08
PbO 0.05 /
P2O5 / /
Cl 0.02 0.01
Specific density (g/cm3) 2.5 2.9
Specific surface area (m2/g) 0.99 0.37
LOI 1.34 1.15

Fig. 1. XRD patterns of RGP and GGBS.

Fig. 2. Particle size distribution of materials.
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2.4.2. Carbonation depth identification
A phenolphthalein solution (1% with absolute ethyl alcohol) was

used to identify the carbonation depth of mortars after carbonation
for 1 day, 3 days, 7 days, 14 days, 28 days, 35 days, 42 days and 56
days. Mortars were cut into two parts and then the fresh surface
was sprayed with the phenolphthalein solution. To describe the
carbonation depth of samples precisely, the carbonation area was
determined and analysed by using Image J as shown in Fig. 3. The
carbonation depth of mortars was calculated as the equation:

Carbonation depth¼ L�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L2 � ðA1=A2Þ

p

2
(1)

L- side length of cross-section (40 mm)
A1- identified area in redline (area of corss-section)
A2- identified area in yellow line (uncarbonated area)
Then the average carbonation depth was calculated by results of
three parallel mortars.
2.4.3. XRD
X-ray diffraction (Bruker D4 PHASER) with Co tube was used to

study the reaction products of crushed paste samples before and
after carbonation. The ball millingwas used to crush pastes samples
into powder for XRD. The step size was 0.018�/s, the scanning range
was from 10� to 70�.

2.4.4. Thermogravimetric analysis
The thermal-gravimetric (TG) analysis of crushed paste samples

before and after carbonation was conducted by using a STA 449 F1
instrument. The temperature range was set from 40 �C to 1000 �C,
the heat rate was 10 �C/min and the carrier gas was N2.

2.4.5. FTIR
The Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) measure-

ment was performed in a Varian 3100 instrument with the wave-
numbers ranging from 4000 to 400 cm�1 with a resolution of
1 cm�1. The crushed paste samples before and after carbonation
were tested.

2.4.6. Carbonation shrinkage
The carbonation shrinkage tests were conducted using prisms of



Table 2
Mix design of mortars (kg/m3).

Sample GGBS RGP Fine aggregates Water Sodium carbonate Sodium silicate Na2O%

NC5 501.22 0.00 1503.65 250.61 42.85 0.00 5.00
NC5-G10 449.81 49.98 1499.36 249.89 42.72 0.00 5.00
NC5-G20 398.69 99.67 1495.09 249.18 42.60 0.00 5.00
NC5-G30 347.86 149.08 1490.85 248.47 42.48 0.00 5.00
NC5-SS 501.22 0.00 1503.65 250.61 42.85 25.06 6.16
NC3 501.22 0.00 1503.65 250.61 25.71 0.00 3.00
NC3-G10 449.81 49.98 1499.36 249.89 25.63 0.00 3.00
NC3-G20 398.69 99.67 1495.09 249.18 25.56 0.00 3.00
NC3-G30 347.86 149.08 1490.85 248.47 25.49 0.00 3.00
NC3-SS 501.22 0.00 1503.65 250.61 25.71 25.06 4.16

Fig. 3. The measurement of carbonation area by Image J.

Fig. 4. The strength performance of mortars before and after carbonation.
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40 mm � 40 mm � 160 mm. After 180 days of normal curing, the
specimens were moved to the carbonation chamber. Then the
length of different mortar samples was measured and recorded for
56 days. The carbonation shrinkage was calculated from average
result of 3 parrallel mortar prisms.

2.4.7. SEM and N2 absorption
The microstructure of samples was tested by Scanning Electron

Microscopy (Phenom Pro). Nitrogen sorption analysis was con-
ducted by TriStar II 3020, Micrometrics. The crushed paste samples
before and after carbonation were tested.

3. Test results

3.1. Effect of RGP addition on strength performance after
carbonation

The fact that the mechanical performance of AAS concrete can
be influenced after carbonation has reported in many studies. The
decalcification of C-(A)-S-H during carbonation can result in a loss
of cohesion, as a consequence, a strength reduction can be observed
(Bernal et al., 2010). As it can be seen in Fig. 4, the RGP addition in
the binder system exhibits a slight effect on the strength perfor-
mance of mortars before carbonation. The RGP blended mortars
present a comparable or slightly higher strength than the reference
mortar. After 56 days carbonation, all samples exhibit a variety of
strength reduction. However, the NC5 series mortars still present a
higher residual strength compared to mortars with NC3 series. This
can be induced by the higher alkali dosage in activator which
promotes the reaction degree of binder systems (Bernal, 2015), as
well as a higher strength performance can be observed after alkali
activation. As a consequence, a higher residual strength of
carbonated mortars is presented compared to samples activated
4

with low dosage of activator.
On the other hand, the addition of RGP ups to 30% shows no

obvious strength reduction for all sodium carbonate activated
mortars before carbonation. This indicates that the addition of RGP
results in no negative effect on strength performance of sodium
carbonate activated binder systems. Morever, it is interesting to see
that the residual compressive strength keeps increasing with the
RGP proportion in sodium carbonate activated mortars after 56
days carbonation. The strength decline rate keeps decreasing with
the increase of RGP proportion in different mortar samples. This
indicates that the addition of RGP can efficiently reduce the dete-
rioration of strength performance of sodium carbonate activated
GGBS mortars after 56 days carbonation. In the other word, the
addition of RGP shows a positive effects on the resistance to
carbonation of sodium carbonate activated GGBS mortars.

3.2. Effect of RGP addition on the carbonation process

3.2.1. Effect of RGP addition on carbonation depth
Fig. 5 presents the carbonation depth development of sodium

activated mortars during the accelerated carbonation test. It is
clearly shown that different binder systems induced the various
carbonation depth at different test ages. The RGP proportion and
water glass incorperation seem to show significant influences on
resistance to accelerated carbonation.

It can be seen from Fig. 5 (a) that 3% Na2O activated mortars all
achieved full carbonation before the 28 days test, which achieve a
carbonation depth of 20mm. NC3 reaches the full carbonation at 20
days, however, the addition of RGP in binder system prolongs the



Fig. 5. Carbonation depth of different mixtures (a) 3% Na2O% series mortars and (b) 5%
Na2O% series mortars (No data after spot means a full carbonation).
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time of full carbonation to 28 days. Furthermore, the RGP blended
mortars exhibit a gradually decreasing carbonation depth at 20
days with the increase of RGP proportion. The NC3-SS exhibits the
best resistance to carbonation compared to other mortars, which
shows the lowest carbonation depth at 20 days. On the other hand,
as shown in Fig. 5 (b), a better performance of resistance to
carbonation of mortars activated by a higher dosage of activator (5%
of Na2O) is observed. NC5 and NC5-G10 exhibit a full carbonation
after 49 days, while NC5-G20 and NC-WG reached full carbonation
after 56 days. It is noticeable that the carbonation depth of NC5-
G30 is only 14 mm after 56 days, which is equal to NC5-G10 at 28
days. It is interesting to notice that NC5-G30 presents a slower
carbonation depth development at a later age (after 28 days)
compared to NC5-SS. However, for samples activated by low dosage
of sodium carbonate, water glass activated sample (NC3-SS) still
exhibit a better resistance to carbonation. This indicates that the
30% RGP addition can induce a better resistance to carbonation of
higher dosage sodium carbonate activated GGBS mortars than
addition of water glass. These observations indicate that, at first, the
high dosage of sodium carbonate activator is beneficial to the
resistance of carbonation of mortars. Secondly, the additional water
glass incorporation can help to reduce the carbonation depth
compared to only using sodium carbonate as activator. Lastly, the
incorporation of RGP in the binder system can effectively enhance
the carbonation resistance of sodium carbonate activated GGBS
mortars.

It has been observed that the increase of alkali dosage and sil-
icatemodulus can effectively enhance the resistance to carbonation
of alkali activated GGBS, because of the higher initial pore solution
alkalinity and more activated products (Shi et al., 2018b), which
agrees with the observation in the present study. However, the
improvement mechanism of resistance to carbonation after RGP
incorporation is rare reported. The modification mechanisms of
carbonation behaviour of alkali activated materials can be caused
by several factors, for example, binder system design, carbonation
products, microstructure, as well as the deformation during
carbonation. It has been proved that the fine glass powder as binder
in alkali activated materials can release sodium and silicate in pore
solution (Y. Liu et al., 2019). Then the pore solution and reaction
products of alkali activated system are possible to be modified.
Thus, the carbonation behaviour is expected to be changed. The
detailed discussion will be addressed in the following sections.
Fig. 6. Shrinkage of mortars subjected to accelerate carbonation (a) NC3 series and (b)
NC5 series.
3.2.2. Effect of RGP addition on development of carbonation
shrinkage

The deformation of alkali activated materials during carbon-
ation test can increase the risk of cracks formation, which is
possible to provide more paths for CO2 penetration. In the present
study, the shrinkage of different mortars during carbonation was
5

monitored and recorded. As it can be seen in Fig. 6, the activator
dosage and the waste glass incorporation result in the different
carbonation shrinkage of various specimens. For the high dosage of
sodium carbonate activated samples (NC5 series), the maximum
shrinkage is observed in NC5, which exhibits a total shrinkage of
7.31 � 10�4. For low dosage sodium carbonate activated mortars,
the maximum shrinkage is observed in NC3, which achieves a final
carbonation shrinkage of 9.72 � 10�4. This indicates that a high
activator dosage can effectively reduce the shrinkage during
carbonation because of the higher strength performance (as shown
in Fig. 4) before carbonation test. Therefore, less deformation dur-
ing carbonation test can be induced in high dosage activator acti-
vated samples. Samples activated by sodium carbonate/sodium
silicate also present a slow shrinkage increment during the
carbonation test period, which is due to the high strength perfor-
mance induces a high resistance to deformation. These also
contribute to better resistance to CO2 penetration, which also
agrees with the carbonation depth results in above section.

It is clear to see that the RGP addition reduces the shrinkage of
all sodium carbonate activated GGBS mortars during the carbon-
ation test period. NC3-G30 and NC5-G30 present a final carbon-
ation shrinkage of 7.9 � 10�4 and 6.18 � 10�4, respectively, which
are reduced by 18.7% and 15.5% compared to the sample without
glass powder incorporation. In addition, the waste glass incorpo-
ration contributes to a slow shrinkage increase rate. This observa-
tion corresponds with the results of carbonation depth in Section
3.2.1. On the other hand, the activator to GGBS ratio is increased
after replacing by RGP, this dilution effect may increase the reaction
of GGBS, which also contributes to the decreased shrinkage and
increased resistance to carbonation. The correlation indicates that
the fast carbonation shrinkage development induces a fast CO2
penetration in mortars, which is reflected in a high carbonation
depth. It can be concluded that the addition of RGP can effectively
decrease the deformation of sodium carbonate activated GGBS
mortars during carbonation, which also contributes to a better
resistance to carbonation. Furthermore, normally, the carbnation
process is also strongly influenced by the reaction products and
microstructure change of samples after modified by RGP, whichwill
be discussed in the following sections.

3.3. Effects of RGP addition on carbonation products

3.3.1. XRD analysis of reaction products before and after 56 days
carbonation

The XRD patterns of different mixtures before and after
carbonation are shown in Fig. 7. Regarding the mechanism of so-
dium carbonate in alkali activated slag, calcium carbonates are
formatted firstly, for instance, into calcite and aragonite (Bernal
et al., 2015; Kovtun et al., 2015; Yuan et al., 2017a). After the con-
sumption of CO3

2�, more OH� is produced which increases the pH,



Fig. 7. XRD patterns of NC3 series samples before carbonation (a), NC3 series samples
after carbonation (b), NC5 series samples before carbonation (c) and NC5 series sam-
ples after carbonation (d) (H-hydrotaclite, C- calcite, A-aragonite, N-nahcloite, E-
eitelite).

Fig. 8. FTIR of NC3 series before carbonation (a), NC5 series before carbonation (b),
NC3 series after carbonation (c) and NC5 series after carbonation (d).
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the slag starts reacting to form hydrotalcite and C-A-S-H. In some
reports, gaylusite was also observed in only sodium carbonate or
sodium carbonate-based blended activator activated slag (Chen
et al., 2016; Yuan et al., 2017a). However, in the present results,
there is no peak of gaylusite, which is induced by the long curing
age of samples since gaylusite is not stable and will disappear at
later age (Ke et al., 2016). In general, there is no difference between
reaction products for samples activated by activator with various
concentrations and waste glass incorporation.

However, after 56 days carbonation, new peaks are present in
some samples. For sodium carbonate and sodium carbonate/water
glass activated slag, the peak of hydrotalcite still exists in carbon-
ated samples. This is induced by the stability of the LDH structure
during the variation of pH (Zhi and Guo, 2005). The carbonation of
C-A-S-H keeps producing calcium carbonates, which explains the
sharper and more distinguished peaks of calcite and aragonite after
carbonation. It is worthwhile to notice that the small addition (10%)
of waste glass as binder shows a limited influence on the carbon-
ation products. Nevertheless, when the waste glass proportion
reaches 30%, significant peaks of nahcolite (NaHCO3) and eitlite
(Na2Mg(CO3)2) are present in NC3-G30 and NC5-G30. This indicates
that the increase of proportion of RGP in binder systems promotes
the formation of nahcolite and eitlite as reaction products after
carbonation compared to plain samples. Furthermore, nahcolite is a
typical reaction products in alkali activated materials during
carbonation, which is formed from Na present in the pore solution
(Bernal et al., 2012). However, in plain samples (NC3 and NC5),
there is no identifiable peaks of nahcolite can be observed, which
may be caused by the lowNa2O% in the activator. This indicates that
the RGP addition in binder systems can provide amount of addi-
tional Na in pore solution after reaction.

3.3.2. FTIR analysis of reaction products before and after 56 days
carbonation

The FTIR results of selected samples are shown in Fig. 8. The
peaks located around 874 cm�1 and 1417 cm�1 are due to the vi-
bration of n3-CO3

2- and n2-CO3
2-, respectively (Yuan et al., 2017a). In

addition, the peak around 874 cm�1 also accounts for the AlO4
�

6

groups in the unreacted slag particles (García-Lodeiro et al., 2008).
The main peaks around 950e970 in mixtures before carbonation
are assigned to the formation of C-A-S-H, which is a typical SieO
asymmetric stretching vibration generated by Q2 units (García
Lodeiro et al., 2009). The peak around 1640 represents the chemi-
cal bound water (HeOeH) in hydrated mixtures.

It is noticeable that NC5-SS shows the same peak at 953 cm�1,
which indicates that combining sodium carbonate with water glass
in activator exhibits no influences on the polymerization of SieO
for tested samples. However, a significant shift from 953 cm�1 to
963 cm�1, and from 953 cm�1 to 967 cm�1 are observed after
incorporation of RGP in binders. This reveals that the addition of
waste glass in binders increases the polymerization degree of SieO
in C-A-S-H by providing more silicate, which is also observed in the
previous study (G. Liu et al., 2019b). Furthermore, this observation
is more significant in the NC5 series than in the NC3 series samples.
The high dosage of sodium carbonate in activator is beneficial to
producemore OH�, which also promotes the reaction of waste glass
particles, and then more Si can participate in the formation of
CeSeH chains.

After carbonation, the peaks of SieO in all samples shift to the
higher frequency side. The bands from 997 cm�1 to 1014 cm�1 in
carbonated mixtures are related to a highly polymerized SieO in C-
A-S-H gel. This is attributed to the reduced Ca ratio in C-A-S-H and
the formation of amorphous silica gel during the carbonation
process. This band shifting also was found in carbonated AAM
activated by other kinds of activator, e.g. NaOH and Na2SiO3 (Shi
et al., 2018b). The high polymerization of SieO in RGP containing
samples before and after carbonation indicates a relatively low Ca/
Si ratio in reaction products. It has been pointed out that the CeSeH
formed around the glass particles was rich in Si and Na (Mejdi et al.,
2019).
3.3.3. Thermogravimetric analysis of reaction products before and
after 56 days carbonation

In the case of the significantly higher carbonation resistance of
sodium silicate activated samples and 30% RGP containing samples,
thermogravimetric test were conducted to investigate the phase
transition and evolution before and after carbonation (Fig. 9). It can



Fig. 10. SEM images of uncarbonated samples (a) NC5 (b) NC5-G30 (c) NC5-SS and (d)
carbonated NC5, (e) carbonated NC5-G30, (f) carbonated NC5-SS
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be seen that for sodium carbonate activated GGBS/RGP blends,
several typical decomposition peaks are observed. The first mass
loss from 100 �C to 300 �C is related to the dehydration of C-A-S-H
(Burciaga-Díaz and Betancourt-Castillo, 2018). Afterwards, the
mass loss between 300 and 400 �C is induced by the decomposition
of hydrotalcite (Rey et al., 1992). Following the dehydration of
hydrotalcite, a weak and broad peak around 600 �C is generated by
the decomposition of carbonates, for example, MgCO3, low crys-
talline calcium carbonate and amorphous calcium carbonate (Dung
et al., 2019). The last small mass loss peak around 700 �C is due to
the decomposition of calcite. These reaction products are also
confirmed by XRD.

After carbonation, it is noticeable that the DTG curves of selected
mixtures changed significantly. At first, the peaks related to C-A-S-
H decomposition in carbonatedmixtures all decrease. Especially for
pure GGBS mortar only activated by sodium carbonate, such as NC3
and NC5. When water glass was used as activator, this was
improved slightly. However, the sample containing 30% waste glass
exhibits the least change in this range, which indicates that the
incorporation of waste glass powder results in more residual mo-
lecular water C-A-S-H gel after carbonation. This also explains the
higher strength performance of waste glass containing mortar after
carbonation compared to the references. Another difference after
carbonation is that the formation of the large peak around 600 �C.
This change is induced by the new formation of calcium carbonates
and magnesium carbonates from the decalcification of C-A-S-H
during carbonation. These calcium carbonates are more related to
the amorphous or low crystalline structure, which is hardly
observed in XRD. In addition, the increase of these carbonates in
30% waste glass containing samples are limited compared to so-
dium carbonate/water glass activated mixtures. This indicates that
the waste glass addition may inhibit the formation of calcium
carbonates as well as enhancing the resistance to the influence of
decalcification of C-A-S-H.

3.4. Effect of RGP addition on microstructure after carbonation

3.4.1. Effect of RGP modification on microstructure before and after
56 days carbonation

The microstructure images of selected paste samples before and
after 56 days carbonation are shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that
the morphology of NC5 and NC5-SS exhibits a quite similar
Fig. 9. DTG of samples befor
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structure, and NC5-SS presents a more compact microstructure,
which is in agreement with the above strength results (Section 3.1).
However, after the incorperation of RGP, the microstructure of NC5-
G30 exhibits a difference from plain GGBS samples. This may be
induced by the modification of increasing RGP in the reaction
products as discussed in Sections 3.3. After carbonation, a signifi-
cantly loose packed particles and cracks in the sodium carbonate
activated GGBS samples, and the sample activated by sodium car-
bonate/silicate activator can be observed. This loose structure could
be caused by the decalcification of reaction products and the
consequent volume change during carbonation, which is also the
main reason to induce the strength reduction and carbonation
shrinkage. The addition of sodium silcate increase the initial
amount of SiO2 in pore solution, which enhance the autogenous
shrinkage during normal curing before carbonation test. Thus,
some invisible cracks can be caused in this period, and it becomes
more visible due to the decomposition of C-(A)-S-H and water
evaporation after carbonation (Melo Neto et al., 2008). However, for
the RGP blended sample, the microstructure of paste sample after
carbonation is similar to before. This observation further confirms
e and after carbonation.
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the limited change of microstructure in RGP blends during
carbonation, and in agreement with the performance during
carbonation.
3.4.2. Effect of RGP addition on gel pore structure before and after
56 days carbonation

The gel pore structures of selected mixtures tested by N2 ab-
sorption are presented in Fig. 11. The gel microstructure of alkali
activated materials can be modified during the accelerated
carbonation due to the C-A-S-H decalcification and formation of
carbonation products. It is clear to see that all selected mixtures
exhibit a variation of gel pore volume refinement after carbonation.
As illustrated in the previous discussion, the new phases formed in
carbonated samples are related to calcium carbonates, for example,
calcite and aragonite. These carbonation products could fill the
pores and reduce the volume of larger pores in gel, or even block
the pore for CO2 transportation. Therefore, a linear relationship can
be observed between carbonation depth and the square root of
carbonation duration (Li et al., 2019; 2017; G. Liu et al., 2019b). This
is also in agreement with the presented results in Section 3.2.1. For
samples containing RGP, the peak around 20 nm significantly shifts
to 10 nm, which is similar to samples which only contains GGBS. As
a consequence, the pore volume less than 10 nm is enhanced
obviously after carbonation for RGP blends. This indicates a strong
pore modification effect in RGP blends after carbonation compared
to sample only containing GGBS, which is possible due to the for-
mation of nahcolite.
4. Discussion and conclusions

The present study investigates the carbonation behaviour after
applying waste glass in sodium carbonate activated GGBS mortar.
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Fig. 11. Gel pore size distribution by calculation of BJH.
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The influence of activator dosage and composition are investigated.
The resistance to carbonation, mechanical performance, sample
deformation, reaction products and microstructure variation are
performed. At first, the application of RGP results in a comparable
strength performance as samples containing GGBS only. This in-
dicates that the RGP addition induces limited influence on total
porosity before carbonation. In other words, the improvement of
resistance to carbonation can be induced only by the variation of
reaction products and modification of pore distribution after
carbonation. Secondly, the incorporation of RGP does not change
the reaction products species before carbonation. However, due to
the reaction and disollution of RGP in alkaline environment,
amount of Si can be released to form the C-(A)-S-H in alkali acti-
vated GGBS systems, which decreases the Ca/Si ratio in the reaction
products. This is confirmed by the increase of polymerization of
SieO-T from FTIR results, which also agrees with the previous
research (Zhang et al., 2017). In the lastest research, the low Ca/Si in
C-(A)-S-H gel was observed to showa higher capacity of binding Na,
which induced a lower concentration of Na in pore solution as well
as a lower resistance to carbonation (Nedeljkovi�c et al., 2019).
However, the addition of RGP not only shows no negative effect on
the resistance to carbonation, but also reduce the deterioration
during carbonation in the present study. This can be caused by the
additional Na provided from the reacted RGP in alkali activated
systems. It has been confirmed that the reaction of RGP in an
alkaline environments can result in Na-rich CeSeH chains (Mejdi
et al., 2019). Besides the Na combined by C-(A)-S-H, the Na in
pore solution also could be increased after incorporation of RGP.
This can be confirmed from the identifiable nacholite after
carbonation test, which is related to the carbonation of Na in pore
solution of alkali activated materials. Therefore, the high Na con-
centration from reacted RGP can result in a higher alkalinity buffer
of the pore solution during carbonation. At the same time, the
carbonation products in RGP blends seems to show more bound
water and a lower amount of calcium carbonates from DTG results.
This also confirms a higher resistance to carbonation of C-(N)-A-S-
H in RGP samples. Furthermore, the nahcolite in carbonated RGP
blends has a lower density (2.21 g/cm3) than calcite and aragonite
(2.71 g/cm3). Consequently, C-(N)-A-S-H in RGP blends after
carbonation exhibits better volume stability than samples only
containing GGBS. This is also proved by the decrease of carbonation
shrinkage as shown in Sections 3.2.2. A stronger pore refinement
effect promotes the formation of more small size pores (<10 nm) in
RGP blends than only GGBS samples. At a given RH, the water
condensation effect occurs more easily in such a small pore or
tunnel sizes. Water can easily block these small pores, and then
inhibit the CO2 transportation, which also has been found in pre-
vious studies (Nedeljkovi�c et al., 2019; Shi et al., 2018b). Therefore,
less deterioration of microstructure is observed after RGP incor-
poration in sodium carbonate activated GGBS mortars after
carbonation, as well as a higher residual strength. Based on above
discussion, the following conclusions can be addressed:

1. The resistance to accelerated carbonation of sodium carbonate
activated GGBS mortars are significantly improved by the
incorporation of RGP, which is even better than samples acti-
vated sodium silicate. The time of full carbonation is extended to
28 days (NC3-G30) and more than 56 days (NC5-G30) from 20
days (NC3) and 28 days (NC5), respectively.

2. The incorporation of RGP ups to 30% inmortars show no obvious
strength reduction before the carbonation test. After 56 days
carbonation, all samples present a variety of strength reduction.
However, waste glass powder containing mortars exhibit lower
strength decline than reference samples.
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3. The incorporation of RGP as part of binders significantly reduces
the shrinkage compared to reference samples during the
carbonation test, which is a possible beneficial to slow down the
CO2 penetration.

4. After carbonation, the nahcolite formation is only identified in
samples containingmore than 20% RGP, whichmay inducemore
clogging of pore conection compared to calcium carbonate.

5. The DTG analysis indicates that 30% of RGP incorporation re-
duces the bound water loss of C-A-S-H gel after carbonation. At
the same time, less mass of carbonation products is observed
after carbonation. This indicates that the intensity of carbon-
ation on gel transformation was mitigated after RGP
incorporation.

6. Significant refinement of capillary pore range is observed in the
RGP containing samples after carbonation. The high volume of
pores smaller than 10 nm is observed in RGP blends samples.
These small pores may remain saturated during carbonation,
which can effectively inhibit CO2 penetration.
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